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Chapter 2231: Treat us as foolish spendthrifts (1) 

A few guards walked over and paid their respects to Huang Yueli and the rest then made a “please” 

gesture. 

Huang Yueli didn’t indulge with the pleasantries as she turned around and walked away with them. 

Li Moying and the others naturally also followed behind them as they all left together. 

Meng Hongye looked at their departing figures as she couldn’t help but creased her brows, with her 

heart totally bewildered. 

Meng Wan’er looked at Li Moying then turned around to look at Meng Hongye and eventually, she 

chose to stay behind as she approached Meng Hongye cautiously. 

“Mas… Master, are they really from that what Number One Sacred Lands?” 

When Meng Hongye heard her question, she then regained her senses as she nodded, “This should be 

correct. From their dressing, it’s all Blue Profound Sect’s disciple’s uniform and moreover all of them are 

all top rated top exponents as their imposing matter were restrained, definitely from a large Sect. Plus 

they were able to bring the token from Palace Lord Huang, I believe their identity shouldn’t be fake.” 

“Then they… what’s their purpose in coming here?” Meng Wan’er asked curiously. 

Meng Hongye shook her head, “This.. their lips are too tight and even This Master isn’t able to tell. But 

this one-time activation with so many top exponents and also asking to borrow the Claret Crystal 

Bracelet, moreover choosing to enter the frozen zone at such a dangerous time of the year, I’m afraid… 

their motive isn’t simple!” 

Saying that, Meng Hongye turned her head towards Meng Wan’er, “These people have mysterious 

backgrounds and we can’t be sure that they wouldn’t be any trickery in secret, go help This Master keep 

an eye on them!” 

Meng Wan’er was just waiting for this sentence of hers as she hurriedly nodded, “Yes, this disciple will 

go right now!” 

“Especially that Li Moying…..” Meng Hongye recalled the earlier scene as she muttered to herself. 

“Young Master Li… what’s the matter with him?” Meng Wan’er wanted to find out about Li Moying’s 

situation the most hence she asked anxiously. 

Meng Hongye said, “Earlier when he self-introduced himself, saying that he was Blue Profound Sect 

Sovereign Mu’s disciple but I heard that Blue Profound Sect’s Sovereign would only take in one disciple 

and that would be the future Sovereign! Moreover at his young age, he’s already at ninth stage realm 

sixth level cultivation so his innate talent should be much better than Li Moying! Such a peerless genius 

with such identity and innate talent, by right he should be a protected figure within the entire Sect but 

yet he appeared right here…” 



Meng Hongye only cared about her own thoughts and totally didn’t notice that beside her, Meng 

Wan’er’s admiration in her eyes was totally unconcealable. 

So, this Young Master Li was Blue Profound Sect’s future Sovereign! 

His innate talent was even much stronger than the legendary Number One top export in the Continent! 

Such an incredibly excellent man, she must find a way to get him! 

…. 

Huang Yueli and the others followed the guards who led the way as they returned to the entrance of Ice 

Serpent Valley. 

At this very moment, it was already evening time and the skies were slightly darkened. 

However Ice Serpent Valley’s raging winds and huge snow had yet to stop, and instead because of the 

darkened skies, it appeared to be even more gloomy and terrifying. 

Cang Po Hun couldn’t help but shrank his neck as he hugged the cape around him tightly. Although as a 

ninth stage realm practitioner, fighting against this cold wasn’t of much difficulty, but somehow he still 

subconsciously felt uncomfortable. 

“This Ice Serpent Valley’s Valley Master is a little too conceited! She actually just chased us out like this? 

Even if she wanted us to restore the array, surely she need not act like this right? She could totally treat 

us to a meal and rest before we talk about this tomorrow right?” 

Hearing his grumbling, Liu Buyan retracted his Ossein Fan in his hands as he knocked his head. 

“Wishful thinking! Haven’t you got an inkling of the situation already?” 
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“We were coveting on other people’s secret treasure and it’s already not bad that they didn’t throw us 

out so how passionate could they be towards us ah? Ah?” Liu Buyan spoke in a disapproving manner. 

Cang Po Hun was stunned, “Is Grandmaster Huang for real?” 

Cang Po Jun turned his gaze towards Huang Yueli, “Grandmaster Huang, if I didn’t guess wrongly, you 

specially led us on this trip to Ice Serpent Valley, looking for a guide is secondary. The most important 

part is probably for that Claret Crystal Bracelet right?” 

Huang Yueli smiled as she nodded her head, “Guardian Jun is someone who understands things! That’s 

right, I did so just for the Claret Crystal Bracelet! When I came to Ice Serpent Valley in my past life, I had 

once heard that the Claret Crystal Bracelet was a valuable treasure which was used to stabilize one’s 

primordial spirit and if Moying were to wear this on him, it would definitely be of help to him. Especially 

this time when we’re heading towards Lone Sky Summit, there is a ninety nine percent chance of us 

fighting with the ghost mask man. If any accidents happen, this would be considered as another level of 

security! It will also prevent Moying’s illness from acting up just in case he uses a little Profound Energy.” 

Li Moying’s corner of his eye carried a smile as he lightly hugged her slender waist, pulling her into his 

arms. 



“I knew it, what Li’er did is all for me!” 

Huang Yueli leaned against him but didn’t reveal any of the bashfulness that he anticipated, instead, she 

turned her head around and gave him a fierce stare and added on a heavy punch on his chest. 

This used up quite an amount of strength as Li Moying fell a wave of dull pain, as he groaned. 

“Ughh… Li’er, why did you hit me for?” 

Huang Yueli’s skin was smiling but that smile wasn’t genuine as she spoke, “Young Sect Master Li is 

indeed flirtatious by nature, with boundless charm! Merely stood at the entrance of Ice Serpent Valley 

and you’ve already abducted another young lady’s heart…” 

She hadn’t even completed her words when Cang Po Hun couldn’t stifle his laugh as he already burst out 

laughing. 

But following that, he received his own Sovereign’s vicious stare as he shuddered and hurriedly 

swallowed back laughter. But his shoulders were shaking uncontrollably. 

The other’s faces all reflected a look which they wanted to laugh but didn’t dare to, as they were shaking 

all over. 

Earlier, that Meng Wan’er’s pair of big eyes was just short of being glued on Li Moying’s body and 

everyone saw it. 

Liu Buyan couldn’t help but spoke out in ridicule, “Young Master Li indeed has good fortune in love 

affairs! Speaking of that, even This Divine Doctor is also a little envious of you. Obviously I’m the one 

who had much strong ability and also a gentlemanly handsome male, but why is it that every single 

time, the one who received the belle’s grace is always you? Could it be that you are seducing another 

woman behind my Junior Sister’s back?” 

These words were wishing for the whole world to be in chaos and was simply trying to drive a wedge 

between them. 

Li Moying’s expression sunk as his icy cold vision swept past Liu Buyan’s face, “Since Divine Doctor Liu 

envies so much, then This Sovereign shall give it up to you!” 

“Tsk tsk, Young Sect Master Li, you’re too modest! Young Miss Meng likes you so it’s useless if I just stick 

up to her like that! On account of her passionate feelings… why don’t you just….. aiyo!” 

Liu Buyan wasn’t afraid of him so not only did he not shut up, he even spoke more delightfully. 

It was rare for him to have a chance to taunt Li Moying hence he naturally wouldn’t let it go like that! 

However, before he could even finish his words, he saw a piece of sharp square-shaped ice blade flying 

towards his face! The speed was astonishingly swift! 

Luckily his ability was extraordinary and in the nick of time, he hurriedly turned his head as he evaded it 

and the ice blade just slid past his side face, narrowly scrapping it! 

“Li Moying, you dare to use Profound Energy?” 
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Liu Buyan looked at Li Moying with a pair of astonished eyes. 

He had done that based on the fact that Li Moying could not retaliate against him hence he spoke such 

cynical remarks, obtaining an advantage in terms of the mouth. 

If it wasn’t for the fact that Li Moyign could not use his Profound Energy, the both of them would 

probably have started fighting. 

Li Moying gave a cold scoff as though he was snubbing at him, “I didn’t use any Profound Energy. You’re 

the one who needs a beating hence even my Li’er couldn’t stand it any further!” 

Liu Buyan was stunned as he then realised that the ice blade was actually shot out at him by Huang 

Yueli! 

Liu Buyan’s face immediately collapsed as he looked towards Huang Yueli and spoke out aggrievedly, 

“Junior… Junior Sister, how could you do that? You’re actually helping outsiders to shoot ice blades at 

your Senior Brother? Moreover it was shot towards my face! A tall and stately, casual and elegant man 

like me, if my looks are really disfigured by your strike, just how many young ladies’ hearts would 

shatter, do you know?” 

Huang Yueli’s lips curled as her complexion showed that she wasn’t worried at all, “Then how about 

you? Aren’t you also helping outsiders, persuading my husband to accept that Meng Wan’er?” 

“Ughh…. this… I was only joking, only joking…” 

Liu Buyan realised that he had said the wrong words and a drip of cold sweat slid down from his 

forehead, as he hurriedly followed behind Huang Yueli, hoping to explain. 

However, Huang Yueli gave a cold harrumph and turned around as she ran towards the exterior of Ice 

Serpent Valley to check on the arrays, totally ignoring him. 

Li Moying also blindly followed suit, staying by Huang Yueli’s side, blocking Liu Buyan on the outside. 

Huang Yueli walked towards the right side for around two to three miles before she stopped and raised 

her head to look in front, she stared at it fixedly for a long time. Moreover she seemed as though she 

was pondering over something as her elegant brows were creased. 

Cang Po Jun and the others followed behind them not too far away as they curiously took a look at her 

line of sight, probing their heads over to see what she’s looking at. 

But they weren’t able to understand anything at all. 

“Strange, what is Grandmaster Huang looking at?” Cang Po Hun asked in a small voice. 

Cang Po Jun observed for a moment and replied hesitantly, “Earlier Grandmaster Huang had already 

mentioned that she’s here to restore the mechanism! I guess she should be observing the mechanism?” 

“Ah? Really?” Cang Po Hun’s eyes widened, “But no matter how I look, I feel that this is a piece of white 

snowy land and no different from any other place, mechanism? Array? Where are those? Buried inside 

the snowy land?” 



His words had just ended when he saw Huang Yueli who had her arms behind her back suddenly raised 

them up. 

An amethyst gold coloured deviant flame flew out from her palm. 

Moreover, at the instance when the flame left her body, the flame seemed to expand against the wind 

as it instantly turned from a ball of small flame into a huge ball of raging flames, flying towards the 

front! 

Wherever the deviant flame flew against the snowy lands, originally the land which looked as though 

there was no abnormality had now revealed rows of huge mechanisms! 

These mechanisms were built exquisitely and moreover, it rose up into the clouds and under the 

companioned surrounding raging snow and wind, it appeared to be a majestic and towering like those 

individual miracles which had been lost! 

Cang Po Jun and the others were all in a daze as they looked at those mechanisms without blinking at 

all. 

Huang Yueli’s arms raised towards her chest level as her ten fingers were swiftly flying as her incantation 

gestures were ever changing. 

Different coloured deviant flames were shot onto the snowy grounds following her actions. 

As the icy snow slowly melted, the air around the mechanisms surroundings slowly lit up an array 

pattern and immediately following that was the second and third….. 

A large piece of array pattern formed into a line. 
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In the dim snowstorm, these sparkling array patterns looked especially eye catching. 

Like the stars shining brightly in the skies, twinkling. 

All the array patterns remained under Huang Yueli’s control, as it was shown one after another. 

It was one hour later when Huang yueli stopped all her actions and took a deep breath as her body 

weakened. 

Li Moying had always been by her side, observing her expression and actions and at the moment he saw 

her void of energy, Li Moying instantly stretched out his arm, which held on to her softened slender 

body just nicely, holding her into his arms. 

He adjusted the angle of his hug and strength to allow Huang Yueli to lean more comfortably against his 

chest. 

“Li’er, what’s the matter? Have you exhausted too much Profound Energy from restoring those 

mechanisms? You’re only at seventh stage realm now and totally different from in the past so if you 

indeed exhaust too much, then you must never force yourself! Even if we don’t have the Claret Crystal 

Bracelet, I will still protect you properly and also protect myself.” 



Huang Yueli was like a cat, clinging onto its owner. 

Actually, she had really felt a little dizzy earlier but after being hugged by Li Moying, she had already 

resumed back to normal but Li Moying’s chest was firm and strong. Leaning against it gave her a sense 

of security hence she instantly was too lazy to move. 

Huang Yueli replied lazily, “I’m fine, just depleted a bit of energy but it won’t affect me restoring these 

mechanisms. Today I just wanted to understand these mechanisms and array’s damage percentage and 

will only start the restoration tomorrow.” 

Li Moying frowned, “You’ve already depleted your energy and still say you’re fine? Just understanding 

the situation caused you to end up like this, how are you intending to restore those mechanisms?” 

Huang Yueli rubbed against his chest, “Based on my current cultivation, it indeed isn’t capable of 

supporting me in restoring such a large sized mechanism but isn’t there Senior Brother, Guardian Jun 

and the others? I’ve already got a rough plan and tomorrow I just need everyone to listen to my 

commands and coordinate with me to operate those mechanisms so it doesn’t really need me to do 

much and I’d be able to restore it!” 

Hearing that, Liu Buyan and the others exchanged glances as they all seemed a little excited, everyone 

looked as though they were tempted to have a go at it. 

“This is interesting, This Subordinate hadn’t done such a thing before yet! Restore mechanisms!” 

“Hur hur, a few days ago I was still teaching my Junior Sister to refine pills, tomorrow it’s my Junior 

Sister’s turn to teach me how to refine armaments?” 

Li Moying then nodded his head, “Alright then, since these few coolies can be used, then I am much 

more assured now.” 

“Hey, what’s called coolies? Do you know how to respect other people?” Liu Buyan replied in a gruff 

voice. 

Li Moying heeded no attention to him as he lowered his head and took a look at the little fox in his arms, 

“Since you’re going to start work early tomorrow morning, then can we leave now?” 

“We…” 

Huang Yueli was just about to reply when suddenly, from Ice Serpent Valley’s direction came a shuffle of 

footsteps. 

“Young Master Li, Young Master Li!” Meng Wan’er shouted out loudly. 

Li Moying frowned but other than him, the others all gave off mischievous smiles. 

Meng Wan’er jogged along the way towards this place. 

They could tell that she had intentionally changed into a large red cape, as compared to the earlier light 

red colour, she appeared brighter and prettier, especially in the snowy land, it gave off the feel and 

colour like a red lotus in the snow. 



Her face was beaming with a sweet smile as she walked over gracefully, originally wanting to put on a 

seductive expression to attract Li Moying’s attention. 
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Whoever knew that the nearer she got, on detailed look, she then discovered that Huang Yueli and Li 

Moying were leaning together tightly. 

The tall and handsome man held the slender and beautiful young lady into his embrace as his slender 

and powerful arms were placed on her waist whereas the young lady hugged his waist obediently and 

tenderly, her face was carrying a sweet smile. 

This combination of a handsome man and a beautiful woman looked visually attractive. 

But in Meng Wan’er’s eyes, it was extremely eye piercing and it simply made her go mad with jealousy! 

The muscles on her face were twitching and she expended a huge amount of energy before she was able 

to maintain the virtuous lady’s demeanour on her face. 

Meng Wan’er squeezed out a smile and asked concernedly, “Young Master Li, Young Miss Bai, my 

Master has specially asked me to come over to ask what plans you have after observing the mechanisms 

and arrays? Can it be restored? If you need Ice Serpent Valley to supply you with materials and 

manpower aid, feel free to tell me and I’ll go arrange!” 

After finishing her words, she quickly shifted her gaze onto Huang Yueli’s, waiting to see her awkward 

expression. 

Whoever knew, Huang Yueli pushed Li Moying aside gently and gave a smile, she started to boss her 

around immodestly. 

“Young Miss Meng, you came at the right time! I was just worrying about not having enough materials 

and manpower and don’t know how to speak up to Valley Master Meng! With these words of yours, I’m 

much more assured now! The thing is like this, I’ve already done a detailed full check on the arrays and 

mechanisms earlier and it’s not too difficult to restore but we need a lot of materials! Will you please 

prepare three hundred pieces of Green Frost Soul Extract, two hundred pieces of Silver Loop Snake Skin, 

fifty pieces of Shattered Stars Jade and also…” 

Huang Yueli opened up her fingers as she counted the number of items and listed a huge pile of 

materials at one go. 

Meng Wan’er initially put on a look as though she couldn’t care much about it but listening to the end, 

her eyeballs almost popped out. 

After sometime later, Huang Yueli then finished her list and patted her hands, “Alright, basically it’s 

these few materials! May I trouble Young Miss Meng to prepare these and deliver it over tomorrow at 

five in the morning. As for manpower… just send seven to eight ninth stage realm practitioners and that 

will do!” 

Meng Wan’er clenched her teeth tightly as she looked at her in disbelief, “What joke are you cracking? 

Restoring an array requires so many and such high quality materials? Do you know what things you are 

talking about? Green Frost Soul Extract, Silver Loop Snake Skin, those are all seven tiered materials! 



Shattered Stars Jade is even an eighth tiered material! Any set of those materials are all priceless and 

you just opened your mouth and asked for a few hundred sets, do you have any common knowledge or 

not? Or do you treat us Ice Serpent Valley as foolish spendthrifts?” 

She was pretty angered and originally it was because of Li Moying which made her thought unpleasantly 

of Huang Yueli but now hearing these ridiculous requests, Meng Wan’er felt that this wretched lass had 

come intentionally to disrupt Ice Serpent Valley. 

Otherwise, her brain must be filled with water! 

However, Huang Yueli totally didn’t care about her hooting as she spoke out slowly, “Young Miss Meng, 

if you don’t understand mechanisms and arrays, then please do not speak at your own will over here! 

Do you know what I’m going to restore? Palace Lord Huang had left behind a ninth tiered mechanism 

array that year! You can go back and ask Valley Master Meng, that year when these mechanisms were 

set up, how much high levelled materials were used and it was totally incomparable to now! Now the 

restoration as compared to that year’s materials isn’t even one twentieth of it and the cost-performance 

ratio is already very high!” 

“You… don’t think of deceiving me! I will definitely report this matter to my Master!” 
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“If you dare to use the name of restoring mechanism and come swindle at Ice Serpent Valley, then you 

can forget about walking out of Northern Ice Fields alive!” Meng Wan’er retorted angrily. 

When Huang Yueli heard that, she couldn’t help but curled her lips as she spoke with a smile that wasn’t 

quite like a smile, “Young Miss Meng, I’d like to advise you not to speak recklessly. Firstly, the 

mechanisms which are protecting your Ice Serpent Valley are spoilt and I have a few Sky Chart top 

exponents right here, so you want to kill me? That’s practically impossible! Secondly, in the entire 

Sparing Heavens Continent, only I am capable of restoring these mechanisms and if not for the Claret 

Crystal Bracelet, I won’t even be bothered to spend this effort.” 

“You’d better hurry over to look for Valley Master Meng to get the materials I need over! Otherwise if 

you delay the proper matters, I’m afraid that your Master will not let you off!” 

Meng Wan’er had not expected that not only was Huang Yueli not afraid of her, moreover she even 

turned around and gave her a lecture! 

Seeing Huang Yueli’s composed and relaxed look, Meng Wan’er’s heart couldn’t help but feel nervous. 

Surely not right? Such a young little girl, could she really restore the ninth tiered mechanism?? 

No, impossible! Don’t say that she just looked at Palace Lord Huang’s notebook, even if it was Palace 

Lord Huang’s direct disciple whom she had brought along, there was no way for her to be so genius! 

Meng Wan’er gave a cold humph, “Alright, since you said things to this full, then I’ll go report to my 

Master! The materials you need, I’ll think of a way to get it but if by then, you’re not able to restore 

those mechanisms, then…” 

“Then.. I will only need to report to Valley Master Meng, and not to you.” Huang Yueli interrupted her 

with a beaming smile. 



Meng Wan’er was cut off by her in such a manner that the breath that was stuck at the back of her 

throat almost couldn’t come out. 

She clenched her teeth and the expression on her face was slightly twisted, “You….. you…..” 

Huang Yueli had already finished whatever she wanted to say as she totally couldn’t be bothered to care 

about what Meng Wan’er thought. 

She covered her little mouth and yawned a couple of times as her petite little body had once again fell 

towards Li Moying’s direction. 

“So sleepy, I’m tired out today, let’s return to the Snow Cloud Sky Ship to rest!” 

Li Moying nodded, “Alright, let’s go back now.” 

Meng Wan’er regained her senses as she cried out anxiously, “Wait, please stop! My Master has 

instructed earlier to reserve a room for you guys so will everyone… Young Master Li, our Ice Serpent 

Valley’s houses are all built using ice blocks and it’s something that you don’t see in Sky Emperor City so 

we’d like to invite you to stay, to give us a chance to treat you with hospitality.” 

As she said that, she used a tender-hearted gaze as she focused on Li Moying. 

As if she was telling Li Moying that she didn’t mind to personally “treat him with hospitality”. 

Huang Yueli secretly rolled her eyes, what was wrong with her? The person who was going to restore 

the mechanism and array was her, so if they needed to pay their gratitude, or show their hospitality, it 

should be her right? 

In the end, Meng Wan’er totally neglected this point as all she had in her mouth was Young Master Li! 

This man was really a blue troubled water, a male vixen! 

Huang Yueli was cursing silently when she suddenly felt her waist tightening and Li Moying held her 

closer slightly as he lowered his head and asked in her ear, “Li’er, what do you say? Are we going to Ice 

Serpent Valley to stay?” 

Huang Yueli glanced at everyone and saw Cang Po Jun and the others showing a jubilant expression, 

evidently very interested towards the igloos in Ice Serpent Valley, but they just don’t dare to speak out. 

She nodded her head, “Alright, since it’s Valley Master Meng’s kind intentions, then let’s stay for the 

night!” 
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Meng Wan’er saw Li Moying’s reaction and silently clenched her teeth. 

Looking at Li Moying’s attitude showing respect towards Huang Yueli, he was obviously the Young Sect 

Master of Blue Profound Sect but in the end, whether they wanted to stay behind in Ice Serpent Valley 

or not, he still needed to ask Huang Yueli if she had any objections! 

What bewitching drug did she feed to this man? 



But Meng Wan’er still remembered the reason for her purpose in coming so she didn’t say much as she 

stretched out her hand and gestured. 

“Alright then, will everyone please follow me!” 

Li Moying nodded his head as he held Huang Yueli’s hand and walked up. 

However, Huang Yueli had not taken a few steps when she suddenly felt her entire body going soft. As 

the snowy ground was originally soft, she wasn’t able to walk properly hence her body went crooked 

and she almost slipped and fell. 

Li Moying hurriedly hugged onto her waist as he held onto her, “Li’er? What’s the matter?” 

“N… nothing… I just feel a little tired, cough cough…” 

Huang Yueli felt a little too embarrassed as she had just exhibited a little armament refining skills and 

her Profound Energy was totally depleted to this extent. A quarter of an hour had already gone by but 

yet she hasn’t totally recovered her strength. Her current ability was simply too weak! 

“I’ll be much better if I just rest a little while… ahhh!” 

Huang Yueli lowered her voice as she explained and in the middle of it, she suddenly felt her legs being 

lifted up as Li Moying carried her horizontally. 

“Hey!? Moying, I can walk by myself! Let me down!” 

“Alright, don’t talk so much! You walk so slowly by yourself, are you trying to make everyone accompany 

you in the snowy lands to chill?” Li Moying gave her a stare and his tone was not gentle at all. 

But the movement on his hands was extremely gentle as he wrapped her up with the cape and used his 

body to shield her face against the bitter wind, being so careful with his actions as though he was 

hugging some rare treasure. 

Huang Yueli initially felt a little awkward but after she detected a gaze filled with jealousy, she stopped 

struggling instead as she just pounced into Li Moying’s arms, hugging onto his neck as she allowed him 

to carry her away obediently. 

Meng Wan’er had simply gone mad from jealousy upon seeing this! 

So, the aloof and cool man on the surface actually had such a gentle side to him! 

Only thing was why wasn’t the lady in her arms herself! 

… 

That night, Blue Profound Sect’s group of people settled down in Ice Serpent Valley. 

On hearing that Li Moying and Huang Yueli were going to stay in the same room, Meng Wan’er’s dagger-

like gaze was simply as though she couldn’t wait to bore two holes on Huang Yueli’s body. 

But Meng Hongye quickly sent someone over to pass the message, asking Meng Wan’er to go visit her 

and it was then when Meng Wan’er couldn’t help but left unwillingly. 



Ice Serpent Valley’s female attendants delivered food to them and many of it were something which 

weren’t seen in Sky Emperor City. Even the wine was brewed using the Ice Mountain Snow Lotus. 

Momentarily, everyone casted the little episode which Meng Wan’er had created as they enjoyed eating 

and admired the beautiful scenery in Ice Serpent Valley. 

After all, the number of women who fell in love and offered themselves Li Moying were plenty and at 

any point of time, there would be a huge handful of them hence everyone had long been used to it. 

Even for Meng Wan’er this kind of quality, she could forget about creating any waves at all. 

The ice house was different from what everyone imagined, and not only did it not feel cold, moreover it 

was extremely warm. 

With that, one night passed and everyone was rather well rested. On the second day when they woke, 

all of them were extremely spirited. 

When it was exactly five, Huang Yueli led Li Moying and a group of Guardians and Shadow Guards, 

appearing exactly at the entrance of Ice Serpent Valley. 
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After observing the nearby mechanisms yesterday, Ice Serpent Valley’s people had been waiting for a 

long time. 

Today, Meng Hongye came over personally. 

When Huang Yueli saw her, she wasn’t surprised at all and her attitude was very casual, merely nodding 

her head towards Meng Hongye as she directly asked, “Valley Master Meng, about the materials that 

I’ve requested from you yesterday, I wonder if you’ve already got it prepared?” 

Meng Hongye didn’t reply to her question but instead threw another question at her, “Young Miss Bai, 

please tell me the truth. How much certainty do you have, to be able to restore these defensive 

mechanisms and arrays?” 

Huang Yueli shrugged as she said, “This… would depend on the quality of the materials that you bring 

over, and the manpower you send over, if their ability is strong enough or not!” 

Meng Hongye hadn’t even said a word when Meng Wan’er already couldn’t help but give a harrumph. 

“How conceited! Speaking as though it was real!” 

As Meng Hongye was still standing by the side, Meng Wan’er didn’t dare to speak too loudly but Huang 

Yueli was standing very close by so she heard her words clearly. 

When Huang Yueli heard that, she raised her brows, “Valley Master Meng, looks like Young Miss Meng 

doesn’t trust me completely? If you really don’t trust my armament refining skills, I also won’t force it. I 

will never do things which are arduous and thankless!” 

Hearing her say that, Meng Wan’er simply stood out and said, “Hmmmm, what does this mean? Almost 

about to start restoring and you suddenly say that you’re not doing it anymore? Looks like you’ve 

boasted too much and afraid that you aren’t able to do it hence you’re prepared to escape?” 



“Wan’er, shut up! Not allowed to disrespect Young Miss Bai!” 

Huang Yueli had not even said a thing when Meng Hongye had already barked out sharply, cutting off 

Meng Wan’er’s ridicule. 

“But, Master…” Meng Wan’er instantly felt aggrieved. 

She had deemed Huang Yueli as a swindler and she was actually helping Ice Serpent Valley to fight for 

their benefits but whoever knew that not only did Master not praise her, instead she was acting harshly 

towards her? 

Meng Hongye shot her a warning look and when she turned towards Huang Yueli, her voice had already 

turned much politer. 

“Young Miss Bai, this disciple of mine had always stayed inside Ice Serpent Valley and had never seen 

the outside world while being spoiled rotten by me so please don’t hold it against her! Yesterday the 

words that you asked her to convey, those materials which you need, I’ve already brought it all over and 

also found those ninth stage realm practitioners whom you need.” 

Huang Yueli smiled as she said, “Valley Master Meng, yesterday aren’t you still worried that I’m here to 

cheat you, why have you changed your mind today?” 

Meng Hongye didn’t go on a roundabout as she said directly, ” To tell the truth, when Palace Lord Huang 

set up these mechanisms back then, I’ve recorded down all the materials that she used right here. 

Yesterday the materials that you’ve asked us to prepare all corresponded and are exactly those 

materials which the malfunctioned parts require, without any error. If you weren’t able to tell where the 

problem lies with those mechanisms, it’s impossible for you to tell all these so clearly!” 

Meng Hongye came over personally today, exactly because of this reason. 

Huang Yueli’s ingredient list made her realise that this young Armament Master who suddenly came 

knocking on their door seemed to really have some skills. 

In this way, this so-called transaction had turned from a farce into Ice Serpent Valley’s top important 

matter. 

Meng Hongye’s sudden change in attitude within one day, attaching great importance to this hence she 

headed over early this morning and personally oversaw this entire situation. 

Meng Wan’er totally had not understood the pros and cons in this situation and had thought that Meng 

Hongye was angered by Huang Yueli’s daylight robbery hence she was sniggering inside her heart. 

Chapter 2239: Simply a miracle! (2) 

In the end, she acted smart and wanted to berate Huang Yueli on Meng Hongye’s behalf but instead 

fawned on the horse’s feet instead. 

Meng Wan’er could not understand but in front of Meng Hongye, she didn’t dare to be rash as she could 

only stare at Huang Yueli fiercely in secret. 



In her heart, she had one thousand and one hopes, just waiting for Huang Yueli to make a fool of herself 

when restoring the mechanisms, revealing her real identity as a swindler. 

By then, just see how she would deal with this wretched lass! 

Huang Yueli heard Meng Hongye’s words and her face finally surfaced a satisfactorily smile. 

“Looks like Valley Master Meng is an understanding person! Since that’s the case, I won’t be beat 

around the bush. As long as the people you sent are able to listen to my commands, and there are no 

problems with the materials, then restoring the mechanism array which Palace Lord Huang had set up 

back then would absolutely be no issue at all. But to restore the ancient mechanism, I won’t dare to 

guarantee that.” 

Meng Hongye was stunned and instantly joy was reflected on her brows, “This…. Young Miss Bai, are 

you certain that you can do it?” 

Huang Yueli smiled as she said, “We can’t rely on a verbal agreement so since everyone is already here, 

let’s have a go at it and we’ll know.” 

Meng Hongye didn’t expect her to be so straightforward and since it was like this, her confidence in her 

increased again as she hurriedly waved her hand and instructed the attendants who were following her 

as they carried the materials over which they had already prepared. 

One after another large box was carried onto the empty land as the boxes were opened, revealing the 

ingredients inside. 

Huang Yueli walked over and checked every single box carefully, even stretching out her hand to check 

the materials that were covered on the bottom layer. 

While she was checking, she casually put her hand into the materials and rearranged it according to 

different qualities. 

Meng Hongye was watching by the side as she silently was amazed! 

Ice Serpent Valley’s collection of these items had actually been arranged according to quality but 

yesterday, when they were in a hurry to find the materials, it was all piled up together when it was 

shifted out. 

But the bottom of the boxes were actually marked with individual markings. 

Meng Hongye herself roughly knew which boxes’ materials had slightly better quality but to Huang Yueli, 

she had never seen these serial markings hence it was impossible for her to know which materials were 

good or bad. However she was still able to sort out the materials quality from low to best within a short 

period of a quarter of an hour…. 

This was something that very experienced Armament Masters would be able to achieve! 

While Meng Hongye was in a daze, Huang Yueli had already straightened her back as she dusted her 

clothes. 



“Not too bad, indeed one of the few super large powerhouses in Northern Ice Fields. The quality of this 

collection of materials is not too bad and in fact it’s been preserved rather well.” Her sight shifted 

towards the few guards behind Meng Hongye as she asked, “These few brothers over here, later you’d 

be assisting me to help restore the array right?” 

Meng Hongye hurriedly nodded her head, “Exactly, these few are our first rated top exponents in Ice 

Serpent Valley and I’ve already instructed them that they would totally listen to Young Miss Bai’s 

instructions today.” 

The few guards all walked up together as they cupped their fists in greeting. 

Although they felt very puzzled and didn’t understand why such a young lass was able to gain Meng 

Hongye’s trust, but since Valley Master had given her instructions, they all just had to obey. 

Huang Yueli sized them up in a few gazes as she revealed a satisfied expression, “Good, good, then 

following this, I’ll prepare to restore the mechanism. Other than these few brothers here, will everyone 

else please stand further away, in case you are hurt by the array by mistake.” 

Chapter 2240: Simply a miracle! (3) 

When Cang Po Jun and the others heard these words, they started to back off by a few hundred meters. 

Ice Serpent Valley’s side had all retreated under Meng Hongye’s instructions as well. 

Li Moying originally didn’t want to leave and had been standing beside Huang Yueli without moving at 

all. whoever knew that he suddenly felt a light push around his waist area. 

“Moying, go rest by the side as well. I will be distracted if you stand here.” Huang Yueli lifted up her 

head as she looked at him with a pair of bright eyes. 

Under her earnest look, he lost the battle and obediently stood outside the boundaries of the array. 

When all the unconcerned people had left, Huang Yueli then started commanding the people under her. 

Meng Hongye brought along ten over ninth stage realm top exponents and Huang Yueli picked seven of 

the most outstanding abled ones and let them stand separately on seven different array eye positions 

according to the Big Dipper’s position. 

“Later on, after I start to operate the mechanism, the array on top will be activated and those few 

people standing on the array eyes must listen to my commands clearly. Those who had been picked 

must immediately help to fully imbue your Profound Energy to help me suppress the array’s backlash! 

You must follow my commands and the order must not be wrong, otherwise, the entire Ice Serpent 

Valley might just be blown up into the skies! Do you understand me?” 

The seven top exponents hurriedly nodded their heads and Huang Yueli then continued speaking, “The 

other few brothers, each of you will hold on to a set of materials which I had already split up earlier. 

Later on, the might of the array would be momentarily suppressed and later on I will instruct you guys to 

fill the materials into the required parts. You’re not fire attributed practitioners hence you will need my 

deviant flame to melt the materials before it’s your turn to continue refining, there must be no errors!” 



“Everyone please be clear on this because restoring such a huge mechanism is an extremely complex 

process and at any point of time if any detail has an error, it would result in a consequence which cannot 

be reversed.” 

“Hence if anyone still has any point which you’re not clear on, please list it out immediately!” 

“If there are none, we will start!” 

Huang Yueli first explained each person’s task in detail and explained it very clearly hence no one else 

listed any other doubts. 

Huang Yueli also reiterated the severity of this matter and after ensuring that everyone did not have any 

bit of slack, she started to refine. 

Her right hand moved and like yesterday evening, a burst of deviant flame spark shot out from her palm. 

It stopped for a moment in mid-air and in an instance, it became a raging ball of fire! 

The flame shot towards the position of the mechanism and abruptly, the entire area was burning 

whereas the main body of the mechanism which was hidden in the snow was revealed in front of 

everyone! 

“Wow! So… so majestic!” 

“So, our Ice Serpent Valley’s defensive mechanism is actually so big! Simply…. simply like a miracle!” 

“Too fascinating! So, the ninth tiered mechanism looks like this! It has superseded my imagination!” 

It was the first time for the younger generation disciples in Ice Serpent Valley, including Meng Wan’er, 

to see the entire defensive mechanism completely and instantly, they gasped sounds of surprise. 

But after the shock, everyone all developed even more misgivings. 

Such a powerful mechanism, ordinary people would already find it hard to drive it, not to mention 

restoring it! 

Was that lass who looked so young, really able to finish this difficult task? 

 


